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on equity—success for all students—including subgroups of
students historically underserved.3

Where Do Charter
Schools Fit In?
Where do charter schools fit in the bigger ESSA picture?

Accountability indicators help states and districts identify

First, ESSA defers to state laws regarding charter school

schools in need of improvement. The federal law defines

accountability. This gives states flexibility in how they

two types of support for schools in need of improvement:

incorporate charter schools into accountability systems,

comprehensive and targeted. Local education agencies and

as charter schools are semi-autonomous and exempt from

schools must develop and implement improvement plans

most state laws.8 Even so, most state charter school laws

for schools that are identified for either type of support.

hold charter schools to the same standards as traditional

For more information, refer to pages 15-17 of Education

public schools.

Commission of the States’ ESSA: Quick guides to top
issues.4,5

States may need to make exceptions for

The state accountability systems required by ESSA must

very small, rural or alternative schools where some small

include five measures—indicators—of school performance

school and subgroup sizes or student populations may

for all public schools in the state, including charter schools:

skew measures of quality. For example, a school might

6

focus on very high-risk students who might otherwise
1.

What students should know: performance on assessments

have dropped out of school if a charter school were not

at all grade levels.

there to serve them. Other schools might have existed for

2. Student achievement for elementary and middle schools:

only a short time or serve an age group that does not

a measure of student growth or another academic

fit with the performance measures, such as a charter

indicator that allows meaningful differentiation in these

school serving pre-K students. In these cases, statewide

schools’ academic performance.

accountability systems may not present an accurate

3. Student achievement for high schools: measured by

picture of a charter school’s performance.

graduation rates.
4. Growth in English proficiency for English learners.
5. School quality or student success (SQSS)—an indicator

chosen by states. The indicator of SQSS must:

a. Allow for meaningful differentiation in school
performance.

Second, ESSA provides federal grants to support charter
schools.9 These Title IV grants focus “not only on supporting
the growth of new charter schools, but also on improving
the quality of all charter schools.”10 Grant applicants

b. Be valid, reliable, comparable and statewide.

must provide assurances around: budget and operational
autonomy for schools, support for students, school quality,

The fifth indicator is to be given less than “substantial

adequate technical assistance, promotion of quality

weight” in accountability calculations. In the aggregate, the

authorizing, charter school involvement in decision-making

other four required indicators must be given “much greater

in the state’s public school system, and public, annual

weight” than the measure of SQSS.

reports on each charter school’s performance.11
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All five indicators must:

JJ Be measured annually for all students and for each
subgroup.

JJ Be based on the long-term goals in the state plan.
JJ Provide for meaningful differentiation between schools.
JJ Be included in state and district report cards.

State Examples
The following examples from ESSA state plans illustrate
two states’ approaches to charter school performance
and accountability under ESSA. Federal regulations
established prior to the 2016 presidential election guided
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states as they developed their state plans; however, the new

Emerging State Turnaround Strategies. This involves

administration repealed the regulations in March 2017, so

continued “partnerships with charter school operators and

states’ approaches to accountability could change.

increased autonomy at the school level…”14

Maryland

In its state plan, Tennessee also developed a School

In the parent, family and community engagement section of

tracks for the bottom 5 percent of schools identified for

Maryland’s draft state plan, the state incorporates charter

comprehensive support. Additionally, the state will identify

schools in several ways.12 For example, the state proposes

high-quality charter schools—with a proven record of serving

increasing access to charter schools for disadvantaged

disadvantaged students—as candidates for replication. For

students.

high-

schools on the second track, the state provides the option

quality charter schools—with a proven record of serving

of a district-led charter conversion—one of the four options

disadvantaged students—as candidates for replication.

available for school improvement. Under this option, the

Maryland will also provide technical assistance to increase

district must partner with a charter operator “with a record

charter schools’ capacity to secure Title IV grant funding,

of effectiveness” to operate the school.15

which

Improvement Continuum proposing three intervention

Additionally,

could

benefit

the

state

schools

will

serving

identify

disadvantaged

populations. Finally, the state will provide training to charter

Finally, the plan declares the state’s commitment to high-

school leaders and authorizers on the use of weighted

quality charter school growth and identifies three goals:

lotteries to ensure that students from all backgrounds have
access to charter schools.

1.

Increase the number of high-quality charter schools
through new start-ups, expansion of existing schools and
replication of successful models.

Tennessee

2. Decrease the number of academically poor-performing

Tennessee’s state plan contains several charter-specific

charter

provisions.13 First, in an effort to close opportunity gaps

accountability and authorizer oversight.

schools

by

strengthening

charter

school

in the state’s bottom 5 percent of schools, schools will

3. Support improvement in all schools with emphasis on

continue to be supported using the existing Achievement

closing achievement gaps for economically disadvantaged

School District (ASD), a turnaround strategy highlighted

students.16

in Education Commission of the States’ policy report,
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